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C Some Useful Referenes 14AbstratThis memo provides a step-by-step guide to alibrating many types of VLBA experiments. Con-tinuum strong-soure or phase-referening observations are inluded, as are simple spetral-lineobservations. The memo applies spei�ally to VLBA-only data sets, but also inludes an appendixdesribing modi�ations for VLBA+VLA data sets. It may be used (with some modi�ations inloading amplitude data) for data sets ontaining other antennas. Simple VLBA utilities that go allthe way up to (but not inluding) fringe-�tting are desribed.1 Revision History� Released Version 1.0 by Jim Ulvestad, 13 June 2000� Version 1.1: VLBA utils, VLA alib, other orretions 29 June 2000� Version 1.2: minor orretions, 14 August 2000� Version 1.3: added more VLBA utilities, 2 January 20012 Table PhilosophyAIPS follows an inremental alibration proess on multi-soure data sets. Calibration solutions arewritten to SN (\Solution") tables, whih an be inspeted in various ways. CLCAL is used to applyan SN table and write a new CL (\Calibration") table, whih stores the umulative alibrations. Theatual visibilities are not altered until the �nal alibration is applied using SPLIT (or SPLAT), whihprodues single-soure data sets that an be imaged. With this philosophy, it is easy to bak up a stepor two if errors are made in proessing. Users should keep trak of whih tables ontain whih solutionsand alibrations as they go through the alibration proess.A key verb to be aware of is EXTDEST, whih an delete any unwanted table. For example, todelete SN version 3 from the data set atalogued as data set 1 on disk 1, type INDIS 1; GETNA 1;INEXT 0SN0; INVER 3; INP EXTDEST; EXTDEST. Some people like to delete SN tables after theyhave been applied, but I prefer to keep them in ase I need to bak up several steps and re-use them atat some point. Beware of the fat that one a table is deleted, there is no `undelete' funtion.3 Data Set Assumed in This MemoThis memo assumes a VLBA-only initial data set ontaining observations at several frequeny bands (e.g.,1.6, 2.3, and 5.0 GHz), with a total of k orrelator jobs ontained on the distribution tape. Inlusion ofdata from the VLA is treated in Appendix A. A phase-referening program should have been observedaording to the philosophy disussed in detail in VLBA Sienti� Memo No. 24. The hypothetialobservation onsidered here ontains the following soures:
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� `CAL-1' | fringe-searh and bandpass alibrator� `CAL-2' | amplitude-hek soure� `CAL-3' | polarization position angle alibrator� `STRONG' | strong target soure� `CAL-4' | phase-referene soure� `WEAK' | weak target soure, to be alibrated with CAL-4Below, table versions, suh as SN version 1, are referred to as SN 1.4 VLBA UtilitiesNote that there are simple VLBA proedures (\front ends" to standard tasks) in the 31DEC00 and31DEC01 versions of AIPS that will take the user all the way from data loading up to (but not inluding)fringe-�tting (i.e., through the \Data Loading and Inspetion" and \Amplitude Calibration" setions ofthis memo, as well as the �rst step of phase alibration). These are tremendous labor-savers for thoseworking with reasonably straightforward data sets. To aess the utilities, type RUN VLBAUTIL frominside AIPS. The urrently available proedures that automate data redution are� VLBALOAD: loads VLBA data with simpli�ed inputs� VLBASUBS: �nds subarrays in VLBA data� VLBAMCAL: removes redundant alibration data from tables� VLBAFQS: opies di�erent frequeny IDs to separate �les� VLBAFPOL: �xes polarization labelling for ommon ases� VLBACALA: determines a-priori amplitude alibrations� VLBAPANG: determines phase orretions for parallati anglesThere are two additional proedures that an make life easier, alled ANTNUM and SCANTIME.ANTNUM will return the antenna number of the antenna orresponding to a ertain harater string, fora data set ontaining an AN table. For example, in most data sets, typing REFANT=ANTNUM(0BR0)will be the equivalent of typing REFANT=1. SCANTIME will return the time range of a given sannumber, for use in various programs. Typing TIMERANG=SCANTIME(4) will �ll the eight-elementarray TIMERANG with the start and stop times of the 4th san of a given data set. (There must be anNX table for this to work.)5 Data Loading and Inspetion1. Load the data using FITLD. Key parameters are NCOUNT=k; DOUVCOMP=1; DOCON-CAT=1. The typial CL table interval in minutes should range from CLINT=0.25 to CLINT=1.0.In order to (irrevoably) delete data that didn't reord or play bak well, use adverb WTTHRESH.Typial values are 0.7 or 0.8; useful seletion an be made by inspeting the plot of orrelatorplaybak weights. The utility VLBALOAD has a less daunting set of input parameters for newusers. 3



2. An antenna gain (GC) entry is supplied for eah orrelator job, and passed on by FITLD.It's neessary to merge dupliate entries in GC, PC (pulse-al) and TY (system temperature)tables. To do this, RUN MERGECAL loads a proedure running the AIPS task TAMRG, thenMERGECAL atually invokes the proedure. Alternatively, use the VLBA utilityVLBAMCAL,whih is as simple as we an make things!3. FITLD may give an error message about subarraying, espeially in phase-referening observationswhere antennas swith soures in a few seonds. This is sometimes aused by data being out ofproper time order. If an error message of this type appears, then run MSORT with SORT=0TB0.You may write to a new �le (safer in ase you need to ABORT the task for some reason) or overwritethe input �le. If the subarraying message was noted, then run USUBA with OPCODE=0AUTO0,or run the simpler VLBA utility, VLBASUBS. Finally, if MSORT and/or USUBA have beeninvoked, run INDXR with CPARM(4)=1 and CPARM(3) equal to the desired interval for the CLtable.4. Data sets ontaining multiple frequeny bands should be divided into individual data �les andalibrated separately. First, run LISTR with OPTYP=0SCAN0, and determine whih frequenyID is whih band. Then, run UVCOP one for eah band to split the data into individual bands,using the appropriate values for FREQID. After UVCOP, run INDXR on eah output data setto reate the NX (Index) table. Alternatively, this an all be done with the utility VLBAFQS,whih has simple and straightforward inputs.5. From now on, assume a data set ontaining only a single frequeny band. Run LISTR withOPTYP=0SCAN0 and DOCRT=�1 to print the san summary. Run PRTAN with DOCRT=�1to get a opy of the antenna table.6. Polarization data may be inorretly labeled in some instanes, due to a lak of adequate room in theVLBI FITS spei�ation to label the polarization of eah band and IF hannel. There are severalommon situations in whih this ours, two of whih are dealt with below. A simpler approahmay be to run the VLBA utility VLBAFPOL to �x the polarization labels or to reommend aourse of ation.(a) If dual polarization (RR and LL, no ross-hands) was used, run FXPOL with BANDPOL=0�(RL)0for normal VLBA setups. (For Mark 4 setups, whih were probably not used for a VLBA-onlydata set, you may need to run FXPOL with BANDPOL=0�(LR)0.)(b) If multiple bands were used, standard setup �les probably aused 2.3 and 8.4 GHz to beobserved in RCP, while others were observed in LCP. Therefore, when RCP and LCP obser-vations our in the same program, the polarizations are almost ertainly mislabeled. Identifythe polarization that you know was used for a given frequeny band (e.g., from the shedule�le). Then, run FXPOL with BANDPOL=0�L0 to hange to LCP, or BANDPOL=0�R0 tohange to RCP. The result an be heked using IMHEAD to show the data-set header,whih will ontain STOKES=�1 for RCP and STOKES=�2 for LCP.7. For a simple spetral-line data set, or any data set with high spetral resolution (i.e., more than 16or 32 hannels per IF), it is a very good idea to average the data set to 16 or 32 hannels beforederiving the alibration parameters. Otherwise, the alibration tasks may take forever to run onthe large data set. To redue the data-set size, run the task AVSPC with AVOPTION=0SUBS0.For example, to average IFs with Nhan down to 16 hannels, set the adverb CHANNEL=Nhan=16(e.g., to average from 1024 to 16 hannels, use CHANNEL=64).
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6 Amplitude CalibrationAmplitude alibration uses measured antenna gains and system temperatures, as well as �nding aorretion for voltage o�sets in the samplers. It is assumed that the gain and Tsys data are suppliedas tables attahed to the orrelator output. If this is not the ase (VLBA data before April 1999, or datafrom other antennas), onsult the AIPS Cookbook.1. This is where you have to inorporate the VLA, if a single antenna or the phased VLA was used.See Appendix A for details on setting up an input �le, then running ANTAB and APCAL.The appendix also gives more details about things to wath out for when running APCAL. Asimilar proedure an be followed for other non-VLBA antennas, but reating the input text �lefor ANTAB will be more laborious.2. All steps below (exept data inspetion), inluding reading and applying the gain and Tsys tables,and alulating, lipping and applying the sampler o�sets, an be arried out using the VLBA utilityproedure VLBACALA. This will produe a CL table ontaining both the a priori amplitudealibration and the sampler o�sets. Inputs are self-explanatory.3. Apply the GC and TY tables with APCAL to make a gain solution table, SN 1. Use GCVER=0;TYVER=0; SNVER=0. If APCAL fails with some bizarre-sounding error message, it is possiblethat you have an antenna with no alibration data, or alibration data for an antenna that is notin your subarray. (This normally happens only if you had to run ANTAB, whih is not neessaryif alibration transfer was used.)(a) Inspet SN 1 using SNPLT, to plot voltage gains vs. time. This an reveal data that needagging, and show that initial alibration worked orretly. To inspet IF m, use BIF=m;EIF=m; OPTYP=0AMP0; INVER=1; INEXT=0SN0; OPCODE=0 0; NPLOT=10; DOTV=1;GO SNPLT. For hard opy, use DOTV=�1; GO SNPLT; GO LWPLA. Plotted amplitudesare the square-roots of the system-equivalent ux densities (SEFDs), in jansky, where theSEFD is the ux density of a soure that would double the system temperature. (Low numbersare good!) At entimeter wavelengths, VLBA antennas have SEFDs near 300 Jy, so gains above30Æ elevation should be near 17{18. If two polarizations are inluded, run SNPLT one forSTOKES=0L0 and one for STOKES=0R0. To look at the input system temperatures, runSNPLT with OPTYP=0TSYS0; INEXT=0TY0; INVER=0. On rare oasion, you might �ndlearly disrepant points that have leaked in from a di�erent frequeny band. In that ase,you an use task SNEDT, or the 0CLIP0 option of SNSMO (see below), to get rid of the badpoints.(b) At this point, you may wish to use your favorite method of inspeting data for agging (e.g.,TVFLG, EDITR, IBLED). On-line ags are already inluded in FG 1; it is a good ideato use TACOP to opy FG 1 to FG 2, then work with FG 2, so the data do not haveto be loaded again if mistakes are made. (But be areful to use the proper FLAGVER invarious programs.) Some people do no additional agging at this stage, but later use theresults of fringe-�tting and visibility plots of alibrated data to point the way to bad data, orthey do their agging in the Calteh program DIFMAP. All data below a given elevation alsoan be agged in a separate run of UVFLG; e.g., to ag all data below 10Æ, run UVFLGwith APARM(4)=10. Elevation vs. time an be listed with LISTR, using OPTYP=0GAIN0;INEXT=0SN0; INVER=1; DOCRT=1; DPARM(1)=11. Note that FG tables are not appliedto other tables, so agged data may still have points plotted by SNPLT.4. Pik a referene antenna now. A good hoie is an antenna in the southwestern U.S. (PT, LA, FD,or KP) that performed well aording to the log, the PI letter, and the initial amplitude alibration.Hereafter, this is denoted as antenna n. 5



5. Run CLCAL, to make CL 2. Critial inputs are SOURCE=0 0; CALSOUR=0 0;INTERPOL=00; GAINVER=1; GAINUSE=2; SNVER=1; REFANT=n; INP CLCAL; GO CLCAL. Systemtemperature interpolation may have problems if you have soures at di�erent elevations. This anbe avoided by using INTERPOL=0SELF0 or by runningCLCAL on a soure-by-soure basis. In thelatter ase, use (for example) SOURCE=0CAL-10; CALSOUR=0CAL-10; GO; SOURCE=0CAL-20;CALSOUR=0CAL-20; WAIT CLCAL; GO, and so on.(a) In ase of paranoia, run SNPLT again, with INEXT=0CL0; OPTYP=0AMP0; INVER=2.This should look similar to SN 1, but with more entries (due to interpolation).(b) Run POSSM on a alibrator to hek that CL 2 has appropriate values; look at alibratorux and phase oherene within eah IF. Plot ross-orrelation amplitude and phase for ashort time period. The phase will show a slope vs. frequeny, indiating an unalibrated(so far) residual delay. Sample inputs are SOURCE=0CAL-10; TIMER=0 8 10 0 0 8 12 0;BIF=0; EIF=0; NPLOT=9; APARM(9)=1; ANTENNA=n; BASELINE=0; DOCALIB=1;GAINUSE=2. Use STOKES=0RR0 or 0LL0 as appropriate. For a weak phase-refereningalibrator, the ux density may look too high due to salar averaging of the amplitudes, whihare dominated by noise. If the data are oherent over the desired time range, a vetor average,using APARM(1)=1, will provide a more realisti estimate of the soure ux density.6. Run ACCOR to use autoorrelations to orret for sampler voltage o�sets. This is probablysigni�ant only for 2-bit sampled data, but should be run for 1-bit data too, just in ase. UseSOLINT=2. ACCOR will write SN 2. In SNPLT, the solutions should be near 1000 in milligain.Some IFs may be � 5% lower than other IFs due to the VLBA system design; appliation of theACCOR solutions will (among other things) give proper relative alibration among the IFs.7. Run SNSMO to lip bad points, whih oasionally our due to samples that leaked in from an-other band, or to antennas looking at the Earth. Use INTERPOL=0MWF0; SMOTYPE=0AMPL0;BPARM=0; CPARM=0; CPARM(1)=0.5; CPARM(6)=0.02; INVER=2; OUTVER=3. This lipsall SN entries di�ering by more than 0.02 from the value given by a 0.5-hr median-weight �lter, andwrites to SN 3. (SNSMO does not ag visibility data; it just lips the SN table.) Use SNPLTto inspet SN 3.8. Run CLCAL to make CL 3. Use the same inputs as before, exept GAINVER=2; GAINUSE=3;SNVER=3. CL 3 will look a lot like CL 2, with modi�ations at the 5%{10% level. Use POSSMas before, hanging to GAINUSE=3. Most variations among di�erent IFs on a given baseline shouldnow be leveled out.9. This is a useful time to run TASAV to save all your anillary tables to another �le. If you foul upthe alibration, the relevant tables an be opied bak using TACOP.
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7 Delay, Rate, and Phase CalibrationNow that the data are amplitude-alibrated, the next step is to do the alibration of the antenna delays,rates, and phases. This setion desribes that proess.1. It may be essential (for polarization) or very important (for phase-referening) to orret for theantenna parallati angles. Be sure you have run TASAV �rst! You an skip this step for strong-soure, single-polarization observations, but it won't hurt if you do it. To make the orretion, runCLCOR with OPCODE=0PANG0; CLCORPRM=1,0; GAINVER=3. Alternatively, you an runthe VLBA utility VLBAPANG, whih has a muh simpler (and self-explanatory!) set of inputs.2. Next, the large delay residuals due to lok and lok-like unertainties are taken out. Two di�erentmethods for this are desribed below. Use only one; do not aidentally apply both! Also,make sure you run CLCOR to orret for parallati angles before taking out the delay residuals.(a) One method is to apply the measured pulse-al tones from the PC table, whih provide ameasure of delay and phase in eah IF. Run PCCOR on a alibrator san, with typial inputsof CALSOUR=0CAL-10; INVER=0; SNVER=0; REFANT=n; DELCORR=0. Make sure thatTIMERANG is large enough to inlude at least one PC entry for eah antenna, for deidingon ambiguities; usually 5 minutes or so will suÆe. This will make SN 4.(b) The alternate method is to use the fringes on a strong soure to ompute the delay andphase residuals for eah antenna and IF. This is useful if some antenna does not have pulse-al tones (e.g., the VLA) or if you don't trust the tones for some reason. Run FRING onabout two minutes of data inluding all the antennas. Typial inputs are CALSOUR=0CAL-10; TIMER=0 8 10 0 0 8 12 0; DOCALIB=2; GAINUSE=3; REFANT=n; SOLINT=0;APARM=2,0,0,0,0,1,0; DPARM=1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1; SNVER=0. This will make SN 4. SettingDPARM(8)=1 is important to prevent the rate solutions from being applied; you only wantdelay alibration. If there appears to be a problem with the FRING solutions, a list ofpossible steps to take is given below, after the desription of the �nal FRING run.() Warning: Sometimes, you will not �nd a time range for whih all the antennas ould see thesoure, or for whih all the antennas performed well. Or FRING may not �nd a solutionfor some antenna, for a reason that esapes you. In FRING, you might try reduing theSNR threshold by setting APARM(7) to 4, or hanging to a di�erent san or TIMERANG,or narrowing the searh window with DPARM(2) and DPARM(3). But if things still don'twork right, you may have to resort to running FRING or PCCOR twie (or more), on twodi�erent sans. If you do this, write one solution to SN 4, and the other to SN 5.3. Run CLCAL as before, exept with GAINVER=3; GAINUSE=4; SNVER=4. If you had to runFRING or PCCOR twie (see above), then you will need to run CLCAL twie. For the �rstrun, use GAINVER=3; GAINUSE=4; SNVER=4. In addition, provide a list of antennas for whihthe solution should be applied, using the ANTENNAS adverb. Be sure to inlude the refereneantenna in the list. Then, run CLCAL again, with GAINVER=3; GAINUSE=4; SNVER=5. UseANTENNAS to provide a list of antennas for whih SN 5 is to be applied; this list should not haveany antennas in ommon with the list for the run using SN 4. The same REFANT must be used,but the referene antenna should not be spei�ed in the ANTENNAS list for the seond run.(a) CL 4 an be heked using SNPLT or POSSM. In SNPLT, hoose OPTYP=0DELA0 orOPTYP=0PHAS0. For a given antenna and IF, SNPLT should show a single value of delayrepeated for the entire length of the data set, while phase will vary slightly due to the parallatiangle orretion and/or the pulse-al. appliation. If only a portion of the observation appears,there may have been a problem, suh as speifying only a ertain time range or soure in7



CLCAL. If some antenna was not operating at the beginning (typially MK or BR) or end(typially SC or HN) of the observation, some CL entries will be missing; this is okay. If thereappears to be a problem, use SNPLT to look at the previous CL tables to see where thingswent wrong, delete any erroneous tables, bak up to the appropriate stage of the alibration,and move forward from there. For POSSM, use the same inputs as before, exept withGAINUSE=4. The plotted ross-orrelations should show the phase slope removed from eahIF, although the phase will not usually be at 0Æ. (Non-zero phase slopes may still be seen atlow elevations, where the atmosphere auses additional delay residuals, or for low-frequenyobservations where the ionospheri delay varies.) If POSSM is run on a san of the phase-referene soure, CAL-4, there may be more phase noise than for CAL-1, beause the soureis likely to be muh weaker. Try APARM(1)=1 (vetor averaging) to get a true measure ofthe soure ux density.4. For phase-referening observations at 1.6 or 2.3 GHz, it may be useful to orret for the totaleletron ontent along the line of sight to eah soure, with TECOR. Suh a orretion is notneeded if the program soure itself is strong enough to give good fringe �ts. The orretion usesglobal ionosphere models available from NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center. Details are in VLBASienti� Memo No. 22, and in Appendix B of this doument.5. Now, alibrate the delays, rates, and phases for the entire data set using FRING. Inputs are similarto those given for the FRING run desribed above, exept for TIMERANG=0; DPARM(8)=0;GAINUSE=4 (or GAINUSE=5 if you ran TECOR). SOLINT must be no longer than the expetedoherene time at the observing frequeny, typially a few minutes at 5 or 8 GHz, possibly oneminute or less at 22 GHz and higher. Generally speaking, it is a good idea to fringe-�t to all alibra-tors and strong target soures, so CALSOUR=0CAL-10,0CAL-20,0CAL-30,0CAL-40,0STRONG0. (Youmight want to restrit the hannel range slightly using BCHAN and ECHAN, sine the hannels atthe high end of eah IF will have lower SNR, due to the uto�s in the bandpass �lters. For a dataset with 16 hannels per IF, numbered from 1 to 16, setting ECHAN to 14 or 15 may be worthtrying.) The solutions will be written in SN 5. (If you had to run FRING or PCCOR more thanone previously to get solutions for all the antennas, the SN table number should be inrementedappropriately.) Note that some people like to run CALIB rather than FRING for this stage ofphase-referening observations, but I prefer to stik to FRING, beause it solves for rates, whihCALIB doesn't do.(a) The above fringe �t will take a bit of time, depending on the omputer and the spetralresolution. Then, use SNPLT, if desired, to inspet the solutions. It's not totally out of thequestion that some data will be found that need agging, whih an be done with UVFLG.In that ase, it's a good idea to delete the last SN table and re-run FRING.(b) This fringe-�tting stage is the most likely plae where things an go wrong, for reasons thatare not immediately apparent to the observer. Below, a few ommon examples are listed.� Many solutions failed. The soure may be too weak, or the oherene time too short.Try inreasing or dereasing SOLINT. Or redue the SNR threshold with APARM(7), andnarrow the searh window. For most VLBA data, DPARM(2)=400 and DPARM(3)=60should be a good �rst step, though the rate window spei�ed in DPARM(3) is proportionalto the observing frequeny, and may need to be larger at 22 GHz and above. Try settingECHAN so that the top one or two spetral hannels in eah IF are not used. If thephase-referene soure was too weak, you might try restriting solutions to the shorterbaselines with UVRANGE, but it also might be that you're out of luk!� Some antenna has low SNR, and may ause an entire set of solutions to go bad.This typially happens beause an antenna should have been agged. A ommon auseis when OV is looking at the White Mountains, and neither the on-line system nor theastronomer has agged the data. Then, you need to run UVFLG and re-run FRING.8



� The task fails with some message related to memory alloation. This mayhappen if there are lots of spetral hannels, or a long SOLINT. Possible solutions are torun AVSPC, to redue the size of the searh window with DPARM(2) and DPARM(3),or to redue SOLINT.� There are disrepant delay/rate solutions. Look at the solutions you believe, and tryFRING again with DPARM(2) and DPARM(3) spei�ed appropriately. Full widths arespei�ed, so if the good solutions fall between +15 mHz and�15 mHz, use DPARM(3)=30.(Atually, you should use a value somewhat larger to allow some margin.) It may be thatan antenna is su�ering from radio-frequeny interferene, so some hannels and/or IFswill need to be agged.� Some solutions are outside the spei�ed delay/rate range. This an happen be-ause the initial oarse fringe searh uses the range spei�ed by DPARM(2) and DPARM(3),but the least-squares solution an take o� from there and go elsewhere.� Delays and rates for some station hange rapidly near the beginning or end ofthe observation. This may be aused by low elevation at the relevant station. Dependingon how desperate you are to inlude low-SNR data, you may wish to ag some time range,or ag all data at elevations below 5Æ or 10Æ (partiularly at high frequenies).� Phases wrap rapidly, partiularly on the phase-referene soure, CAL-4. Theremay not be a lot you an do about this initially, beause it's possible that the tropospheridelay just hanged too fast for the yle time used in the observation, espeially atlow elevation. However, you may wish to note the times and antennas when the phaseonnetion is best (typially the southwestern antennas near transit). Later, when imagingthe program soure, it an be helpful to image with a subset of antennas and time ranges,then use that initial image to self-alibrate the rest of the data.6. Apply your last SN table (probably 5 or 6) using CLCAL. Here, be areful to only alibratethe proper soures with eah alibrator, whih requires running CLCAL several times. Inputs areTIMERANG=0; REFANT=n; GAINVER=4; GAINUSE=5; INTERPOL=0AMBG0; OPCODE=0CALI0.SNVER is probably 5 or 6, depending on your initial delay alibration with PCCOR or FRING.Note that if TECOR was run, use GAINVER=5; GAINUSE=6. Then run CLCAL one for eahalibrator/target soure or pair, as follows:(a) CALSOUR=0CAL-10; SOURC=0CAL-10; GO(b) CALSOUR=0CAL-20; SOURC=0CAL-20; GO (ignore the message that the SN table hasalready been applied)() CALSOUR=0CAL-30; SOURC=0CAL-30; GO(d) CALSOUR=0STRONG0; SOURC=0STRONG0; GO(e) CALSOUR=0CAL-40; SOURC=0CAL-40,0WEAK0; GO7. If you usedAVSPC to redue the size of the data set used in determining alibration, you must opyyour �nal alibration tables bak to the full-size data set. This an be done with task TACOP. Forbookkeeping purposes, it may be best to opy over all the CL tables with the same table numbersin both the averaged and un-averaged data sets.8. Now look at the last CL table with SNPLT, and the overall alibration of partiular sans withPOSSM, to make sure nothing got messed up. Pay partiular attention to the solutions for yourphase-referene soure, CAL-4, and use APARM(1)=1 to get a good value for the ux density ofthat soure.
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8 Final Calibration Steps1. In some ases (spetral-line observations and ontinuum experiments seeking dynami ranges of afew thousand or more, or large �elds of view), it is important to alibrate the bandpass shapes.To do this, run BPASS on the bandpass alibrator, CAL-1. Inputs are CALSOUR=0CAL-10;BCHAN=0; ECHAN=0; DOCALIB=2; GAINUSE=5 (or 6 if TECOR was run); SOLINT=0;SMOOTH=1,0; BPASSPRM=0; REFANT=n; INP; GO. This will make BP 1.2. Polarization alibration still remains, if desired, and if all the appropriate alibration soures wereobserved. This is urrently relevant for a relatively small fration of VLBA observations, and anbe done in a variety of ways. See Setion 9.4.8 of the AIPS Cookbook for details.3. Finally, apply the alibration to the visibility data and make single-soure data sets using SPLIT.(Some people might wish to use SPLAT to average over time as well as spetral hannel.) Inputs fora ontinuum observation are SOURCES=0 0;BIF=0; EIF=0; DOPOL=�1 (or 1 if polarization ali-bration was attempted); DOBAND=�1 (or 1 if bandpass alibration was done); DOUVCOMP=1;NPOINT=0; APARM=1,0; DOCALIB=2; GAINUSE=5 (or 6 if TECOR was run). For a spetral-line observation, set APARM=0, beause you don't want to average over frequeny. Use OUTDISKand OUTCLASS as appropriate for your omputer and reord-keeping purposes.The single soure data sets are now ready for imaging and possible self-alibration. At this point, itis a good idea to look at the amplitude hek soure `CAL-2' using tasks suh as UVPLT or VPLOT inorder to see if there are any antenna gain alibrations that must be adjusted. Doing a UVPLT for eahtarget soure also is a good idea, beause there may be disrepant amplitude points due to interfereneor poor fringe �ts (among other things). UVFLG and CLIP are useful tasks to deal with these badpoints.
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A Inorporating the VLAThe observation being alibrated may have inorporated either a single VLA antenna or the phased VLA,but the amplitude alibration parameters for the VLA are not transferred automatially. (See VLBAOperations Memo No. 34 for some details.) You will need to reate an input text �le for the VLA,then run ANTAB before APCAL. The gains and system temperatures for this �le, in an appropriateformat, are supplied in a �le alled `xxxxxal.y.gz', where `xxxxx' is the observation ode (e.g., `bm120').That �le ontains instrutions on editing the �le to get orret inputs. For a phased array or a 1.3-mobservation in whih 3 antennas are used, follow the instrutions in Setion A.2; for a single antenna, useSetion A.1.Note that for another \foreign" (non-VLBA or non-VLA) antenna, a proedure similar to that inSetion A.1 an be followed, exept that reating the input text �le is likely to be more laborious.A.1 Single VLA AntennaIn the input text �le, add an INDEX entry within the TSYS ard (Do not separate the INDEXentry from the TSYS entry by a \/" !!!), unomment the GAIN line for your partiular observingfrequeny, and unomment the TSYS line. Then, plae this text �le in an appropriate diretory to read itin withANTAB. For example, if you are reduing data on workstation `laguna', the most straightforwardstep is to plae it in diretory /DATA/LAGUNA 1/FITS, with �lename `VLA.ANTAB'.1. After merging the alibration tables for the VLBA antennas, prevent onfusion and any hane ofhaving to re-run FITLD by �rst opying the VLBA TY andGC tables. If you used VLBAMCAL,the VLBA parameters will be in TY 1 and GC 1, and they should be opied to TY 2 andGC 2. Ifyou used MERGECAL, the VLBA parameters will be in TY 2 andGC 2, whih should be opied toTY 3 andGC 3. For the example used here, then run ANTAB with INFILE=0FITS:VLA.ANTAB0,setting TYVER and GCVER to their highest numbered values (either 2 or 3). If ANTAB fails, itis most likely aused by having an inorret format for the input �le. Perhaps you forgot to addthe INDEX entry within the TSYS ard, or gave it the wrong format, or failed to unomment theGAIN or TSYS lines.2. Now, run APCAL as desribed in Setion 6 to ombine the gain and system temperature informa-tion for all antennas into the appropriate SN table. Presumably, this will be SN 1. Therefore, theAPCAL inputs should inlude TYVER=0; GCVER=0; SNVER=1; ANTENNAS=0. If APCALfails, it is possible that your input �le was not properly set up for ANTAB. Perhaps the INDEXline gives polarizations that are inonsistent with those spei�ed in the headers of the VLBI dataset, whih ould mean you forgot to run FXPOL. Then, use SNPLT as desribed in Setion 6to make sure that SN 1 now ontains amplitude alibration for all VLBA antennas and the VLA.At most frequenies, the VLBA antennas should perform slightly better than a VLA antenna, sothe amplitude gains plotted for the VLA antenna will be slightly higher. Make sure that allantennas and IFs are inluded!A.2 Phased VLAThe VLA may be phased on a program soure (`STRONG'), or may be phased on a phase-referenesoure (`CAL-4'), with the resulting solutions applied to the program soure (`WEAK'). Rather thanreording a system temperature, the VLA system will reord a ratio of antenna temperature to system11



temperature, whih will vary as the array phases up. In order to onvert the ratio of antenna and systemtemperatures to a usable gain, the ux density of some soure will be needed.1. Load and alibrate the VLA data by standard means (see Chapter 4 of the AIPS Cookbook).Determine the ux density of a relevant strong soure, usually either `STRONG' or `CAL-4'.Then, on the VLBI data set, insert the ux density of this soure into the SU table usingSETJY. For example, if the soure is `CAL-4' and its ux density is 0.432 Jy, run SETJY withSOURCES=0CAL-40; BIF=0; EIF=0; ZEROSP=0.432,0; OPTYPE=0 0.2. Edit the input �le as indiated above for a single VLA antenna. Again, an INDEX line, a GAINline, and a TSYS line must be reated or unommented. The GAIN line is independent of observingband (the soure ux is used to determine the gain), and the TSYS line should inlude theparameter `SRC/SYS', indiating that the ratio of antenna temperature to system temperatureis being supplied.3. Run ANTAB to read in the input �le of amplitude alibration parameters. Then run APCAL toput this in SN 1. Both steps are essentially the same as for a single VLA antenna (see Setion A.1).The most likely problem is that APCAL will fail beause you forgot to enter a soure ux densityusing SETJY, although the error message may not always make this obvious.4. Run SNPLT to inspet SN 1, as for the single VLA antenna. In this instane, you should seethat the phased VLA is very sensitive. If the phasing worked well at entimeter wavelengths, theamplitude should be near 4 or 5 instead of the value of 17 or 18 seen for a single VLBA antenna.At the start of sans where the VLA is being phased, you may see a rapid hange in the amplitudegain (toward smaller numbers) as the antenna phases are brought into alignment. The SN tableshould be inspeted very arefully, beause there may be data that should be agged when the VLAphasing did not work well. Three possible reasons for poor phasing are (1) the soure is too weak;(2) the troposphere is misbehaving; or (3) there was radio frequeny interferene at the VLA.A.3 SummaryFollowing the insertion of the amplitude solutions for the VLA, one an return to follow the standardpath for alibration of VLBA data. Although the proedures from here on are idential to the VLBA-onlyase, the observer may wish to pay attention to several issues.1. The phased VLA is far more sensitive than a single VLBA antenna, so it is often a good idea touse the phased VLA as the referene antenna for fringe-�tting.2. The phased VLA has a large delay o�set whih should have been taken into aount by use of aGPS �le during orrelation. Still, the user should pay lose attention to the fringe �ts, and be awareof the possibility that the VLA may have larger residual delays and rates than a VLBA antenna.3. The VLA does not slew as rapidly as the VLBA. The FG table supplied by alibration transferinludes bak-end ags only, and does not inorporate information about the pointing of the VLAantennas, and when they arrive on soure. Therefore, some judiious agging by the user may beneessary.4. The VLA elevation limit is 8Æ, while the VLBA antennas an go muh lower. This means that asoure may set at the VLA well before it sets at Pie Town or Los Alamos, for example.5. The VLA observing time is alloated in Loal Sidereal Time rather than UTC. Therefore, it maystart or �nish observing as muh as 15 or 20 minutes before/after the VLBA, even if the sameamount of time is alloated. 12



B Applying Global Ionosphere ModelsThis appendix desribes (briey) a method for using global models to orret for delays imposed by theEarth's ionosphere.1. Outside of AIPS, hange diretory to /DATA/LAGUNA 1/FITS in some window (for data redu-tion on workstation `laguna').2. Invoke anonymous ftp to ddisa.gsf.nasa.gov.3. d /gps/produts/ionex/2000/055 (for observation on 2000 February 24).4. get jplg0550.00i.Z JPLG0550.00I.Z (get the JPL global model).5. After quitting from ftp, unompress JPLG0550.00I.Z.6. RunTECORwith inputs INFILE=0FITS:JPLG0550.00I0; APARM=0; GAINVER=4; GAINUSE=5.Currently, TECOR requires a data set that overs the entire length of your CL table, so it will failif the observation goes aross UT midnight. Suppose the observation goes aross midnight on February24. In this ase, you must also get jplg0560.00i.Z and unompress it. Then two model �les must beonatenated in time order and edited by hand. This is painful, with a sample desribed below:1. Edit the header of JPLG0550.00I to hange the date of the last map from 24 February to 25February.2. Change the number of maps given in that header from 12 to 24.3. Delete the header from JPLG0560.00I.4. In JPLG0560.00I, add 12 to the numbers of all entries of type \END OF TEC MAP," \STARTOF TEC MAP," \END OF RMS MAP," and \START OF RMS MAP." For example, \5 END OFTEC MAP" beomes \17 END OF TEC MAP".5. at JPLG0550.00I JPLG0560.00I > IONO5556.00I.6. Edit IONO5556.00I to move TEC MAPs 13 through 24 ahead of RMS MAPs 1 through 12.7. Then, run TECOR as above with INFILE=0FITS:IONO5556.00I0.This will all make more sense when you atually look at the ontents of the �le! A sample onatenated�le is available from the author, on request.
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